Las Vegas (January 6, 2020) - Panasonic announces two new true wireless headphones, the RZ-S500W and RZ-S300W, with industry-leading noise cancelling performance, compact design and stable connectivity, which ensures uninterrupted sound and excellent phone voice quality for seamless and clear phone conversations. On-the-go smartphone users will enjoy watching videos, playing games and talking on the phone with superior sound that up levels every aspect of the entertainment experience.

**Dual Hybrid Noise Cancelling Technology (RZ-S500W only)**
Dual Hybrid Active Noise Cancelling Technology achieved through the combination of FeedForward Noise Cancelling (FF-NC), Feedback Noise Cancelling (FB-NC) and an Analog/Digital Processing hybrid results in industry-leading noise cancellation performance never before experienced in the true wireless category. All four of these technologies work together to minimize noise generated both inside and outside the ear cups for effective noise cancelling in any environment.

**Stable connections**
Panasonic’s true wireless headphones provide reliable Bluetooth connection through its expertly crafted structure that integrates the Bluetooth antenna and touch sensor inside the control system, maximizing the use of the antenna. In addition, the independent right/left (R/L) reception system maintains stable connection with proper sound balance between right and left channels, allowing users to enjoy immersive content and viewing experiences in any environment, regardless of the smartphone or operating system (OS).

**Excellent Call Sound Quality**
The RZ-S500W/S300W high-performance MEMS microphone further contributes to the headphones’ industry-leading noise-cancelling performance. The microphone, combined with a unique labyrinth structure, suppresses wind noise and other interference, further improving noise cancellation performance and call quality.

**Ambient Sound Mode**
The simple touch sensor allows users to switch among Ambient Sound mode, Noise Cancelling mode and Off with the tap of a finger, further enhancing and personalizing the listening experience.

**IPX4 Splash-proof**
Expertly crafted to fit comfortably in the ear, its rounded, compact and lightweight design offers users a noise-free and comfortable listening experience. In addition, is splash-proof** equivalent to IPX4.

**Panasonic Audio Connect App**
By installing the “Panasonic Audio Connect (free)” app, users can control the many features and settings of the headphones such as:

- Adjust noise cancelling and external sound capture levels
- Customize preferred sound modes
- Confirm remaining battery levels
- Locate the headphones in the event they are misplaced, lost or stolen

The RZ-S500W and RZ-S300W will be available in June of 2020.

*1 As of January 6, 2020
*2 Subject to availability
*3 Compatible with smartphones and tablets that are equipped with Android™ 6.0 or higher and supports Google Play™, or an iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch equipped with iOS9.3 or higher.

TRADEMARK NOTICE:
The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Panasonic Corporation is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.
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Based in Newark, NJ, Panasonic Consumer Electronics Company is a division of Panasonic Corporation of North America, the principal North American subsidiary of Panasonic Corporation. The company offers a wide range of consumer solutions in the U.S. including LUMIX Digital Cameras, Camcorders, Blu-ray players, Home Audio, Technics, Cordless Phones, Home Appliances, Beauty, Grooming, Wellness and Personal Care products and more. One of Interbrand’s Top 100 Best Global Brands of 2018, Panasonic is a leading technology partner and integrator to consumers, businesses and government agencies across the region.
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